Abstract

*Candida* is found as a commensal of gastrointestinal and genital tract. However in contrast to many other commensals, *Candida* possesses a prominent ability to invade any tissue of a host presenting with innate or acquired immune deficiency. *Candida* spp. is an opportunistic pathogen that has acquainted various virulence traits facilitating host tissue colonization and invasion, and impairment of host defenses. The immune system is a remarkably versatile defense system that protects an individual from invasion of pathogens including *Candida*. Host defense mechanisms against candidiasis involve activation of an acute inflammatory response by innate immunity, followed by specific T cell (cell mediated immunity) or B cell (humoral immunity) mediated immune responses.
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Introduction

Fungal infections have always been a feature of human life and continue to be a significant problem for health care professionals across the globe. Until the 19th century majority of infectious diseases were attributed to bacterial, parasitic and viral origins whereas role of fungi in human infections was less frequently recognized or documented. However the last three decades have witnessed a significant rise in the incidence of infections due to fungal pathogens [1].

*Among various opportunistic fungal infections, candidiasis has the greatest impact due to its frequency and the severity of complications associated with it. Candidiasis is the most opportunistic mycotic infection worldwide. *Candida* is found as a commensal of gastrointestinal and genital tract. However in contrast to many other commensals, *Candida* possesses a prominent ability to invade any tissue of a host presenting with innate or acquired immune deficiency* [2].

*Candida* spp. is the only mycotic pathogen capable of causing broad spectrum of clinical manifestations ranging from mucocutaneous overgrowth to disseminated infections [3]. Although *Candida* can initiate infection in both immunocompetent and immunocompromised host, the incidence of candidiasis is usually high in immunocompromised individuals. Therefore, candidiasis can be rightly called as ‘disease of diseased’ [4].

*Candida* spp. is an opportunistic pathogen that has acquainted various virulence traits facilitating host tissue colonization and invasion, and impairment of host defenses [5]. The immune system is a remarkably versatile defense system that protects an individual from invasion of pathogens including *Candida*. The aim of this article is to comprehensively discuss the immune mechanisms involved in protection of host against *Candida* infection.

**Immunology to *Candida* infection**

The establishment of *Candida* infection in a susceptible host requires a series of well coordinated events to circumvent host’s immunity. Host defense mechanisms against candidiasis involve activation of an acute inflammatory response by innate immunity, followed by specific T cell (cell mediated immunity) or B cell (humoral immunity) mediated immune responses [6].

Although all arms of host’s immune system are implicated in the control of candidiasis, predominance of type of immunity is highly dependent on the site and type of infection [7].

Innate immunity by polymorphonuclear leukocytes (PMNL) and macrophages play a crucial role in protection against invasive *Candida* infections whereas; predominance of cell-mediated immunity (CMI) is noted in control of mucosal infections [7]. The role of antibody mediated immunity (AMI) in candidiasis remains largely controversial [7].

Outcome of interaction between host’s immune system and *Candida* spp. may either result in the elimination of infecting pathogen from the immunocompetent host, or development of persistent infection like chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis (CMC), candidemia and/or persistent systemic *Candida* infections in immunosuppressed host [6].

**Innate immunity**

Physical and anatomic barriers that restrict the entry of pathogens inside the host tissue are considered as host’s first line of defence against infection. The skin and the surface of mucus membranes are included in this category. Normal skin produces...
multiple substances like free fatty acids that prevent growth and multiplication of Candida spp [8].

Variety of cytokines and chemokines inhibitory to Candida spp are secreted by epithelial cells [7]. Progressive shedding of surface epithelial cells prevents the adhesion of yeast cells. Endothelial cells can phagocytose Candida cells [7].

Various mechanisms control the proliferation of Candida spp. within gastrointestinal (GI) tract. Salivary flow prevents the adherence of yeasts to the mucosal surfaces [9]. The flow and composition of saliva prevents Oropharyngeal candidiasis in healthy individuals by maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between Candida spp and other commensal flora [10].

A variety of non-specific antimicrobial factors present in saliva contribute to innate immunity against Candida spp. These include lysozyme, lactoperoxidase histatins, calprotectin and lactoferrin [10].

Lactoferrin acts as a chelating agent that competes with oral microorganisms for free ion radicals, which are essential for bacterial and fungal multiplication. In addition, it also damages the fungal cell wall and activates intracellular autolytic enzymes [10].

Histatin proteins demonstrate broad spectrum antifungal activity against pathogenic fungi like Candida spp, Cryptococcus neoformans and Aspergillus fumigatus [10]. Edgerton et al. [11] reported anti candidal activity of histatin 5. Histatin 5 when internalized by Candida leads to several deleterious effects like damage of mitochondria and cytoplasmic membrane, efflux of ATP and other nucleotides and cell death [11,12].

Calprotectin is a heterodimeric calcium and zinc binding protein produced by PMNL, monocytes, macrophages and mucosal keratinocytes. It ceases the Candida growth by depriving the fungus of zinc [10]. Investigation of Steinbakk et al. [1990] demonstrated in vitro inhibitory action of calprotectin on growth of Candida spp [10].

Commensal bacterial flora of GI tract inhibit Candida proliferation by various mechanisms like competition for nutritional and ecological niche or site of adherence, unfavourable alteration in environmental conditions and production of toxic by-products [8].

Of various mechanisms responsible for control of Candida by colonising flora, competition for nutrition is considered as the most important one [13]. Depletion of commensal bacterial flora by broad spectrum antibiotic therapy is one of the well established risk factors for candidiasis [8,13].

Once the Candida spp. penetrate the GI mucosa and get access to the host tissue, a variety of serum factors are activated. The surface proteins of Candida strongly stimulate all 3 (classical, alternative and mannose binding lectin (MBL)) complement cascade activation [14]. Complement activation leads to opsonization and intracellular killing of Candida spp.

The alternative complement pathway, activated by cell wall components of Candida spp is primarily responsible for enhanced phagocytosis of yeast cells [8]. MBL cascade plays an important role in opsonization, phagocytosis and other complement functions. Both C3b and C3d fragments are capable of binding C. albicans [8].

The interaction between activated C3b and the complement receptor CR3 facilitates phagocytosis of Candida cells. C5 also play an important role in immunity against Candida infections. Activation of C5 triggers the formation of C5b, which facilitates the phagocytosis and release of terminal complement components [14]. Binding of Candida surface proteins like Gpm1, Fra 1 and Gp2 prevents recognition and phagocytosis [15]. Deficiency of complement leads to poor host resistance against candidiasis. Activation of complement also regulates series of signaling events during disseminated infections [14].

PMNL are considered to be the most important host defence mechanism against invasive candidiasis [7]. This is evidenced by the high incidence of systemic Candida infections like candidemia in patients with prolonged neutropenia or neutrophil disorders [16]. Neutrophils are the only immunocyte that prevent the transition of Candida spp. from yeast to filamentous form [14]. This type of leucocyte also controls the elimination of Candida spp. from the blood stream. PMNL additionally express various pattern recognition receptors as well as receptors for opsonizing antibodies and complement components. Among various mechanisms responsible for PMN mediated killing of Candida spp, the ‘oxidative burst’ appears to be the most prominent. Oxidative burst is the process of rapid formation of reactive oxygen intermediates [14,15]. This process requires assembly of the NADPH oxidase enzyme complex in the cytoplasmic or phagosomal membrane to release superoxide [14,15].

Natural killer (NK) cell system is another important innate host defence mechanism against candidiasis. The candidal activity of NK cells is largely due to production of granulocyte-macrophage colony stimulating factor (GM-CSF). NK cells also produce factors responsible for activation of mononuclear phagocytic cells (MPC) and PMNL. These immune cells have only marginal cytotoxic effect on C. albicans.

The ability of PMNL and MPC to phagocytose the Candida cell, doesn’t mean that they necessarily destroy the yeast. Although phagocytes are capable of killing most yeast cells and small hyphae, some yeast however escape this process and proliferate within the phagocytes. Mechanisms like inhibition of production of reactive oxygen species, prevention of phagolysosome fusion and increased pH are responsible for protection of yeast from phagocytosis [16]. Additionally, transformation of yeast into the filamentous form in the cytoplasm of immune cells, inhibits mitosis and leads to apoptosis [16].

Cell-mediated immunity

CMI appears play an important role in prevention of mucosal candidiasis as patients with T-cell deficiencies (e.g. HIV/AIDS patients) are at high risk of developing of mucosal candidiasis, but barely develop disseminated candidiasis [17]. High incidence of Candida mucosal infections is seen in HIV infected patients, transplant recipients and individuals on corticosteroid therapy [7].
A strong correlation is noted between OPC and reduced blood CD4+ cell counts. In HIV infected individuals depletion of CD4+ cells below a critical threshold of 200 cells/mm³ most often triggers the onset of OPC [10]. Mucocutaneous overgrowth of Candida spp. leading to infections can also occur in patients with idiopathic CD4 lymphopenia or after anti-CD52 monoclonal antibody therapy [13].

Type 1 T helper (Th1) responses confers protection against candidiasis, whereas Th2 type responses lack the ability to inhibit fungal growth and multiplication or may also increase susceptibility to infections. Therefore a shift from Th1 to Th2 response in the peripheral circulation may enhance the risk of OPC [7].

Candida cell wall components like mannan and β-1, 3-D-glucan are pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs) that are recognized by pattern recognition receptors (PRRs) present on surface of phagocytes [6]. PRRs are grouped into several families like the Toll-like receptors (TLRs), the C-type lectin receptors (CLRs) and the nucleotide-binding domain leucine-rich repeat-containing receptors (NLRs) [6].

Interaction between PAMPs and PRRs induce differentiation of Th into Th 17 phenotype [13]. Cytokines (IL-17 and IL-22) secreted by Th 17, trigger the production of antimicrobial peptides known as β-defensins. β-defensins controls the overgrowth of colonizing Candida. The release of IL-17 and IL-22 also recruits and activates neutrophils. These activated neutrophils lead to elimination of Candida infection [6]. Inability to produce IL-17 and IL-22 predisposes patients suffering from rare immunodeficiency diseases like hyper IgE/Job’s syndrome and chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis to mucocutaneous candidiasis [13]. Studies of various researchers have documented protective role of IL-17 in mucocutaneous and disseminated candidiasis. IL-17 is known to reduce fungal load [15].

In contrast to OPC, the role of CMI in vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC) and recurrent vulvovaginal candidiasis is less significant. The prevalence of VVC in HIV infected women is not more common compared to HIV non-infected. Patients suffering from recurrent vulvovaginal candidiasis (RVVC) rarely develop OPC or other forms of mucocutaneous Candida infections similarly; patients with CM or OPC do not suffer from VVC or RVVC [7]. IL-22 plays a vital role in restricting the growth of fungus and maintaining epithelial barrier function. The polymorphisms in the IL-22 gene associated with protection against RVVC can be correlated with elevated IL-22 level and decreased levels of IL-17 and TNFα [15].

Recently, Navarro-Arias et al. [18] reported that mannans are relevant for the C. guilliermondii-host interaction. Disruption of Protein mannosylation affects C. guilliermondii Cell Wall, Immune Sensing, and Virulence [18].

**Humoral immunity**

Although different antibodies classes like IgG, IgM or IgA are produced (except in highly immunocompromised patients) in all clinical types of candidiasis, the protective role of humoral immunity is largely unknown. In fact, patients with mucosal candidiasis (HIV non-infected with RVVC and HIV infected with OPC) demonstrate normal or elevated levels of anti-Candida antibodies [7].

Till date, there are no studies, showing direct evidence of increased susceptibility to mucocutaneous and systemic candidiasis in patients with pure B-cell abnormalities (either congenital or acquired).

IgG and IgM are found in sera of patients with mucocutaneous and deep-seated candidiasis. Additionally, these antibodies can be also seen in during asymptomatic colonization in low titers. Few earlier studies have reported rise in salivary IgA and IgG antibodies in patients with candidiasis. Anti-mannan and anti-glucan antibodies are demonstrated in sera. Their protective role is however uncertain because elevated levels of these antibodies are seen in a poor prognosis of infections [2].

Coogan et al. (1994) noted rise in salivary antibodies in patients with HIV/AIDS compared with controls [10]. They suggested that in an HIV infected individual the antibody titer appears to reflect responses to Candida rather than protection. These salivary immunoglobulins are believed to interfere with the adherence of Candida to the salivary mucosa. However, this mechanism collapses with the increase in the load of yeast cells.

Secretory IgA (sIgA) represent as the predominant immunoglobulin isotype in saliva and other secretion and is considered as most important immunoglobulin type for defense of pathogens that colonize or invade surfaces bathed by external surfaces. However, the protective role of sIgA remains non compatible with rarity of OPC in patients with selective IgA deficiency [10].

**Conclusion**

The establishment of Candida infection in a susceptible host requires a series of well coordinated events to circumvent host’s immunity. Host defence mechanisms against candidiasis involve activation of an acute in inflammatory response by innate immunity, followed by specific T cell (cell mediated immunity) or B cell (humoral immunity) mediated immune responses. Outcome of interaction between host’s immune system and Candida spp. may either result in the elimination of infecting pathogen from the immunocompetent host, or development of persistent infection like chronic mucocutaneous candidiasis (CMC), candidemia and/or persistent systemic Candida infections in immunosuppressed host.
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